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L-4J SP-AKE, Gdańsk Flying Club. Wrzeszcz airfield.

L-4J SP-AKE, Gdańsk Flying Club. Wrzeszcz airfield.
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L-4J SP-ALA, Główny Instytut Lotnictwa, Warsaw -Gocław
airfield 1949.

L-4J SP-ALA, experimental aircraft with the
Walter Mikron III in-line engine.
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L-4H SP-AML Warsaw Flying Club, 1949.

L-4H SP-AML from the Warsaw Flying Club, modified for blind
flying. The aircraft has a special inscription dated 22 July 1949.
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L-4H SP-BAL (ex-SP-ALD) (ZSLS; Sports Aviation Equipment Works) WSK Poznań.
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SP-BAL (ex-SP-ALD) as
the executive aircraft of the
Zakłady Sprzętu Lotnictwa
Sportowego (ZSLS; Sports
Aviation Equipment Works)
WSK Poznań.

The same SP-BAL from the Świdnik
Worker’s Flying Club at GdańskWrzeszcz airfield.
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Piper L-4J SP-AKR, owner Tadeusz Kamiński, 1982.
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Douglas C-47A Dakota SP-LCA (c/n 42-5673
‘22 Lipca’ (22 July), LOT Polish Airlines, 1952.
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Douglas C-47A Dakota SP-LCA (c/n 42-5673)
LOT Polish Airlines, 1946.
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SP-LCJ, registered on 28 February 1948. The photo below (SP-LCJ) renamed as SP-LCI is a copy of the same shot, but retouched
by Polish CAA clerks for registration files. The retouched photo is from the archive of the Civil Aircraft Control Inspectorate.
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C-47A at an aircraft exhibition, Okęcie, 5 September 1948.
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Cessna UC-78 Bobcat
aircraft were brought back to full serviceability, the other seven
were earmarked to be cannibalised for spares. The overhauled
airframes were given monotone silver-grey finish with black
inscriptions and registrations. The first UC-78, SP-LEC, was
registered and approved for flying in 5 May 1947, the last
(SP-LEJ) in 16 October of the same year. They were all placed
at the disposal of LOT Polish Airlines for local communications
on short routes, such as Cracow-Rzeszów, Szczecin-Koszalin or
Gdańsk-Koszalin. One of the aircraft’s peculiar characteristic
features was the entry door to the passenger cabin on the port
side of the fuselage, characteristically merging into the dorsal
section of the fuselage. This design was meant to increase passenger comfort by enlarging the door opening to ease entry
to the aircraft. The dual control machines, such as SP-LEA,
SP-LED, SP-LEH, were used for pilot training. One aircraft,
SP-LEE, was converted for aerial survey duties for military
mapping. Another one, probably SP-LEN, was fitted with radiogoniometer systems for calibration of ground radio stations. The
Bobcat had good flight characteristics, but was too expensive
in operation. From mid-1948 the type started to be gradually
withdrawn from use. They were struck off the register a bit
later, earmarking them for scrapping from January to August
1950. A few survived, however. SP-LEO was handed over to
the Aircraft Faculty of the Szkoła Inżynierska im. Wawelberga
i Rotwanda (Wawelberg & Rotwand Engineering School)
and after the school was amalgamated with the Politechnika
Warszawska (Warsaw Technical University). It went to the latter’s Aircraft Faculty’s Chair of Aircraft Design. SP-LEM was
taken over by ILot. where it was re-registered as SP-GLC. To
support the machine’s operation, ILot. also received another
UC-78 that had already been struck off. In 1954 it received a
third UC-78, previously based at Gliwice and then placed at
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The neat twin-engined low wing monoplane from Cessna
Aircraft Company Incorporated based at Wichita, Kansas,
was built for local air communication. First flown in March
1939, it went on to become a successful military trainer and
light transport aircraft able to carry four passengers. Despite
the modern layout of a cantilever low wing monoplane with
retractable undercarriage, high lift devices and adjustable propellers, it retained the structure from the past: wooden main
plane and fuselage framework welded from steel tubes. It was
powered by two 245 hp Jacobs R-775-9 radial engines. The
military became interested in the aircraft in 1940. The Royal
Canadian Air Force was the first to order the type when they
contracted for 550 under Lend-Lease, giving them the service name of Crane IA. The US Army Air Corps was the next
customer, using the intermediate variants AT-8 and AT-17 for
twin-engine pilot training. The USAAF ordered the C-78 Bobcat
transport version, renamed in 1942 as the UC-78. They were
earmarked for transport of small groups of ferry pilots returning to their home bases upon delivery of aircraft from factories
and depots to operational squadrons. The USN ordered a similar variant designated the JRC-1. A total of 5,402 Cessnas of
the type in all versions and variants were built by the end of
the war. When war ended the Bobcats were declared surplus
to requirements and offered for sale at affordable prices. The
demobilised UC-78s of the USAAF in Europe were among the
aircraft for sale. After the Douglas C-47As, towards the end
of 1946 the Polish Ministry of Communication purchased a
batch of 21 ex-USAAF UC-78 Bobcats. The airframes came
from early batches, ordered in 1941 and 1943. They were
shipped to Poland by rail from the American Zone in Germany.
Having spent several years outdoors, they needed immediate
overhaul. This work was carried out by PZL Mielec. Fourteen

SP-LEJ, the last 14th UC-78 approved for flying 17 October 1947.
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Cessna UC-78 Bobcat SP-GLC (c/n 41-12793)
Polish Aviation Museum in Cracow a static exhibit in movie
“Czerwony Jaguar” (“Red Jaguar”) with the fictitious Austrian registration
A-10 and inscription Österr(eische) Luftwerkehrs A.G.
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